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Get the vital concepts, data, and how-to on medical-surgical nursing with the newly updated

Medical-Surgical Nursing Made Incredibly Easy, 4th Edition. Â  This fun-but-informative guide uses

colorful drawings and diagrams to demonstrate the mechanisms and clinical indications of the most

common disorders found in each body systemâ€”followed by clear-cut direction on assessments,

interventions, and evidence-based treatments. An ideal support to class materials and NCLEXÂ®

preparation, this is also the perfect on-the-spot refresher for nurses in every kind of medical-surgical

practice. Â NEW real-world guidance from â€œNurse Joyâ€• and â€œNurse Jakeâ€•â€”expert tips and

insights for medical-surgical nursing situationsNEW quick-scan format with concise,

easy-to-remember bulleted contentHundreds of colorful drawings, charts, and diagrams illustrating

vital pointsChapters covering disorders by body system, including cardiovascular, respiratory,

endocrine, renal and urologic, reproductive, and musculoskeletalCurrent data and best practices on

assessing and treating common disorders, including:Anatomy, etiology, and

physiologyHealthPhysical assessmentsDiagnostic testingCurrent NANDA International nursing

diagnosis guidelinesStep-by-step, expert guidance on vital skills, with real-life patient scenarios for

areas including:Cancer, obesity, and gerontology careEnd-of-life careFluids and

electrolytesAcid-base balancePain managementBlood transfusion reactionsClassifying and treating

heart failureUse of CT scans, MRIs, and x-rays for each body systemPreoperative careSurgical

processesSpecial chapter features:A closer look â€“ Illustrations that explain anatomy, physiology,

and complex pathwaysEducation edge â€“ Patient teaching tipsJust the facts â€“ Brief outline of

content at the start of every chapterWhat do I do? â€“ Steps to take in emergency

situationsWeighing the evidence â€“ Evidence-based practice pointers that support nursing

actionsMemory jogger â€“ Memory tricks that help you remember key concepts and treatmentsQuick

quiz â€“ End-of-chapter riddles and multiple-choice questions to help you retain vital contentOnline

supplementary materials:1,000 NCLEXÂ®-style questions in current NCLEXÂ® exam

formatNCLEXÂ® preparation tutorialsClinical simulation case studiesTest-taking strategies and

study techniquesÂ Â About the Clinical Editors Â  Carolyn Gersch, MSN, RN, PhD(c), is Director of

the Division of Nursing and Chair of the RN-BSN Completion Program at Kettering College in

Kettering, Ohio, and co-President of Connect: RN2ED, a nurse education consultancy. Â  Nicole

Heimgartner, MSN, RN, COI, is an Associate Professor of Nursing at Kettering College in Kettering,

Ohio, and co-President of Connect: RN2ED, a nurse education consultancy. Â  Cherie Rebar, PhD,



MBA, RN, FNP, COI, is Director of the Division of Nursing and Chair of the Prelicensure Nursing

Program at Kettering College in Kettering, Ohio, and co-President of Connect: RN2ED, a nurse

education consultancy. Â  Laura Willis, DNP, APRN, FNP-C, is a Family Nurse Practitioner at the

Little Clinic of Ohio LLC in Urbana, Ohio, and President of Connect: RN2ED, a nurse education

consultancy.
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I love this series of books! Whether a student or a long-time nurse, buy this book!Well worth the

money!

Great Book for Nursing Students Must Have in you library

Really good price. It hits the high points in my past PowerPoint lectures. For my personal use I

would pencil in things that I know that are not in the book. I really like the book. I bought it as a

supplemental book to where I can quickly go for some refreshers. We have used so many books

and different PowerPoints so the information is all spread out, but this makes it easier because I just

can refresh myself on information I have already learned. I look forward to purchasing other books

of this title.

I love this book. I am able to take notes right in it for class and it really breaks down each disease



for you and gives you things to focus on. I really enjoy how easy it is to read and understand what it

is saying. It also has cute little pictures that go along with what you are reading. This is a great tool

for class, NCLEX and HESI exams.

Book is easily readable, of course. Fun to read during down time at home. Arrived in perfect

condition. On time.

Helping me understanding the things I didn't!

It's a good help in understanding Med.surgical nursing.Though I expected to see more practice

quizzes.

A good study materials but could have been more in depth.
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